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A brand’s promise is about building relevant and valuable
experiences for consumers – those that create a true impression
of what a company stands for. In practice, it’s about delivering
on what you say you’ll do, time and time again. When promises
are broken it takes years to earn back trust.
Those claiming to be the “The friendly bank”, but leave you holding on the phone
for 19 minutes or supermarkets who profess to “care more about my world” but are
too distracted chatting to their mates to serve anyone, are brands who deliver an
inconsistent customer experience that falls disappointingly short of their promise.
Those that get it right deliver on a promised experience and are recognised for it by
employees, the market and consumers alike.
For brands to truly engage with customers they need to provide seamless
experiences every time. But what does that mean in reality? How are they delivered
and, most fundamentally, by whom?
Our research shows that most senior marketing, brand and customer experience
directors believe that employees are the key to delivering great customer experiences.
If employees are engaged with what your brand stands for, they will in turn, be your
natural ambassadors, and most powerfully deliver the best experiences - earning
trust and winning loyalty from your customers.
Nearly all people interviewed strongly believe that internal brand engagement
provides other benefits such as a sense of belonging, shared values, and a clear
purpose that all contribute to improved staff motivation. As a consequence, half
believe it makes a positive contribution to financial performance as well as
customer retention.
Although most of the companies we interviewed think brand engagement works,
shockingly, 50% believe they are failing to engage their employees. Almost half
believe their own attempts at internal brand engagement are ineffective.
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Why the dilemma?
our research points to 3 contributing reasons;
1. The poor cousin								

There is a lower value perception of internal communications. Key
stakeholders simply find these internal activities less exciting than their
external communications.

2. Measuring nothing

KPI’s are often not defined so the impact is never apparent nor tangible. The
majority of companies do not benchmark or create engagement KPI’s from
the off set.

3. Share of wallet

Budget commitment and allocation is limiting. Almost half of the companies
surveyed spend between 1% and 3% of their overall marketing budget on
employee brand engagement. If they had more, it still would be nowhere
near the top of their list.

So why should senior marketing and customer experience directors invest in their
employees more and focus on the further value they can bring through brand
engagement programmes?

Because the balance of power has changed
Companies don’t own their reputation, their employees and customers do. In a
digital world, people can build or damage the reputation of your brand, in a matter
of minutes. Perceptions, trust and loyalty towards a brand is influenced by other
peoples’ experiences; the good and bad stories that they tell.
Building a case for investment to engage your employees is key to creating authentic
customer experiences and building a positive reputation.
Evidence in our survey points towards a need to re-consider how brands value
employees, the most precious assets you have, and making engagement part of
a brands’ measurable success. Only then can companies be sure to live up to and
deliver all those wonderful promises, in the real world.
Jeremy Starling
Managing Director
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Introduction
Illuma Research undertook telephone-based
research with 150 CMOs, Marketing, Brand
and Customer Service Directors within a
cross-section of industry sectors. Financial
services, FMCG and Retail were the biggest
sectors within the sample.

Who did we speak to?

The types of businesses
surveyed include FTSE 100
and 300 organisations, the UK
subsidiaries of multinationals
and UK-headquartered nonFTSE 350 organisations.

Industry Sector
4 % other
4 % Health / Pharma
9 % Telecoms, Media, Technology
11 % Transport & distribution

Industry Sector

Wide cross-section of industry
sectors, but financial services,
FMCG and retail are the biggest
sectors within the sample

12 % Energy & Utilities
16 % Retail / Wholesale
21 % Financial/Business Services
23 % FMCG

Role in
organisation
9% CMo / Marketing Director

Role in Organisation

Most were Marketing Directors, although
Brand Directors tended to be the titles of
respondents in FMCG and retail.

28 % Brand Director
6 3 % Customer Experience Director

Business Type
6 % FTSE 100
30 % FTSE 250
30 % UK subsidiary of multinational
34 % UK-headquartered non-FTSE 350

The research was undertaken in May 2015.
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The key questions we asked were:
How effective are your employees
at delivering an outstanding
customer experience?
The average score was just under 70%,
with almost no one being prepared to
admit that their internal teams are poor.

70 %

When do you use internal
brand engagement
programmes?

Our respondents showed great belief
in their internal team’s ability to deliver.

New product / brand launches
No specific situations:
use them regularly
If major changes in
senior personnel (e.g. CEo)

Almost 70% of respondents use
internal engagement programmes for
new product and brand launches.

Following feedback from surveys
(eg customer satisfaction)

Nearly half claim to run programmes
regularly. Others employ them if there
are major changes in senior personnel,
as the result of feedback from surveys
and to improve financial performance.

To improve financial performance
To negate negative media coverage
other
None / don’t use
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How effective are internal
brand engagement programmes?
What are the benefits they deliver?
There is a strong belief in the impact of such programmes with
almost 70% of respondents saying they improve the overall
customer experience. And when asked, only 6% felt there
were no benefits of running brand engagement programmes.
94

91

100 %

80

80 %
48

60 %

46

40 %

How excited
are you by your
internal brand
engagement
programmes?
There is a consensus that these
programmes are less exciting
than external marketing activity.
Almost 60% are either slightly
or much less excited.
The main reason is the low creativity and
low spend invested in internal programmes.
Those that spent less than £300,000 were
much less excited by these programmes
than those that spent more.
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Mean: 2.61

Mean: 2.02

Spend above
£300k (75)

Spend below
£300k (88)

Much less excited (1)
Slightly less excited (2)
About the same (3)
Slightly more excited (4)
Much more excited (5)
DK/NA
Don't run programmes
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How much do you spend on internal brand engagement?
How much do you spend on marketing overall?
Will this change?

£100 m

The companies we surveyed
spend anywhere between £1.5m
and £100m on marketing.
The average spend is £22m.

£1.5 m

2%

The average spend is
£390,000 although
1 in 6 cl aim to be
spending ov er
£500,000.

Although an
average of 9% of
marketing spend
was on improving
customer
experience, the
av erage spend on
employee brand
engagement is
only 2%.

£500k

5%

If our respondents had an
extra £1m to spend on a
product l aunch, nearly
60% would spend le ss
than 5% of it on internal
brand engagement
or nothing at all.

However, those that spend more money on brand
engagement programmes believe they are more effective.
64% of re spondents that spend ov er £300,000 believ e
that their programme s were fair to v ery effectiv e.
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to what extent do you measure the effectiveness
of internal activities?

40%

Only half of the companies
interviewed claimed to be
measuring effectiveness
“to a great or a fair extent.”
Over 40% say they
measure to a slight extent
or not at all.

or those that you do measure, the top three metrics are:

Measurement of
staff engagement

Internal employee feedback

77%
customer
feedback

68%

71%
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A Brand Engagement Case Study

Ladbrokes – Brand Values Activation
Ladbrokes’ ambition is to regain the number one spot in the
international betting and gaming market. A key driver to make this
happen was transforming their culture by activating a core set of
brand values: Buzz, Bold, Team and Winners, which were identified
by employees as representing Ladbrokes when it’s at its best.

Involvement solution
Ladbrokes’ people are their market and brand differentiator. Freeing them up to
create a great shop and head office environment through the 4 brand values was
seen as an excellent way to make Ladbrokes a better place to bet and so an
even better business.
So started a five-year multi-channel campaign to re-enforce their brand values,
based around involvement and co-creation. The programme started by driving
awareness amongst all 16,000 employees, then engagement and involvement
and then by building values-led management to drive performance into the
everyday work environment.

INVOLVE created and delivered ac tivities and support
which included:
•

The ‘Breakthrough Zone’ – an intensive four-week experimental phase to
turn up the brand in a small area of the business

•

Activation events involving 3,000 managers put through their paces in
intellectual, emotional and action oriented challenges

•

A brand toolkit

•

A values ‘rap’ – written, and later performed at live events, by a Ladbrokes
employee and broadcast into all the shops
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Results
The campaign generated great results, including to date:
•

85% awareness, six months ahead of target

•

70% uptake by Ladbrokes’ employees having brand led discussions with their managers

•

A record 12% upswing in employee scores

•

The shops in the Breakthrough Zone achieved a 20% year on year increase in 			
performance
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A Brand Engagement Case Study

Gatwick Airport – Passenger Experience
programme
Gatwick was brought under new management and started the
biggest transformation in its history. The aim was to make it the
airport of choice for London and mainland Europe by constantly
improving the passenger experience and over-delivering on
customer needs.

Involvement solution
Following detailed research amongst employees it became clear that the first
priority was to focus on ‘how’ things were delivered, rather than ‘what’ was being
promised.
INVOLVE was asked to develop a programme to help their employees to understand
the brand promise of ‘Deliver Better Together’ and bring to life what delivering
‘unforgettable positive service’ really looks like.
The six-month programme involved all 2,500 Gatwick staff.
INVOLVE created the Rhythm of Gatwick workshop – the energy and pulse that is
the lifeblood of the airport – to define how Gatwick staff work as a team to ‘Deliver
Better Together’.
The workshop linked service with the individual’s role within the Gatwick experience
and included:
The Bigger Picture – teams of five worked on blank canvases which would come
together to create a large painting of the Gatwick experience. A test of collaborative
working to challenge the best part-time Picasso.
True or False – creating three stories around ‘Deliver Better Together’ – two true,
one false – allowing teams to share experiences and discuss the brand and what
it stands for.
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Results
Rhythm of Gatwick created perfect rhythm – in which every employee works together to create
a positive, unforgettable experience for passengers, partners and colleagues.
Passenger feedback proved that the the programme worked brilliantly. Complaints dropped by
more than 50% compared with the previous 3 years, and compliments were up 300%.
The programme was also key in helping Gatwick achieve its Investor in People accreditation.
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.co.uk
how to keep your

Brand promise
by living your brand internally

Get it right inside first.
A brand is a promise.
Trust takes a lifetime to build
and a moment to lose.

It’s about delivering a
differentiated brand experience
not just great customer service.

It involves everyone in
the organisation, not just
customer-facing employees.

Helping people to live your brand
internally is about involvement,
not collateral.

Face-to-face collaboration
and discussion is the most
powerful way to create deep
understanding.

Line managers are key.
The more they understand why and
how to live your brand, the more
your people will get it and the
more your customers will notice.

Help employees translate what
living the brand means to their
role, location and personality.
it’s not a spray job.

Like all the best marketing,
it’s not a one-off activity it’s a sustained campaign of
ongoing activity.

Your brand promise is not a code
of conduct, a way of ‘doing’.
It’s a way of ‘being’.
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For Details:
INVOLVE’s belief: The battle for success amongst the world’s
leading businesses is won or lost on people power. Companies
that are winning are those whose employees have passion, belief
and ownership for what their business stands for and what they
are trying to do. The race is on to find ever more potent ways to
help your people make a difference. We can help you win it.
We design and deliver employee brand engagement programmes
for you to increase co-creation, collaboration, participation and
ownership, throughout your organisation. We create active, handson experiences for your people that accelerate change and bring
your brand promise bursting into life.
We’ve been helping our clients deliver real, measurable results for
almost 20 years and offer an unparalleled combination of content
management, pioneering creative ideas and a reputation for
flawless execution.

For further information, please contact:
Benedict Kingsmill
Head of Brand Engagement
+44 (0)20 7720 0105
bkingsmill@involve.co.uk
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